Genre as a Classification Category in the History of Musical Science
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Abstract: The category of genre in modern musicology is among the basic ones, because it is directly related to the sphere of the very functioning of music in society and the variety of forms of this functioning, the nature of relationship in this process of extra-musical factors and immanent musical ones. Moreover, the term itself marks one of the directions of musical theory.

Genre in music and music science appears as a triad: phenomenon – concept – term, and the latter is the most stable component. The term itself (Fr. genre ← Lat. genus ← Gr. genos) appeals to the general scientific category of the genus associated with the classification procedure: division into genera and species. Already in ancient science, this category, which was developed primarily in logic and rhetoric, entered in the music theory, and it was used in a variety of cases, not always with the meaning of “genre”. Essentially the own concept of genre and its theory in European music science grew later from those various classification constructions that sought to cover the genre “repertoire” of musical practice; at the same time, the classification method remained an important tool in the development of genre problematics.

In contemporary musicology, there are various concepts regarding what a genre is, its nature and essence; genre is considered as a category of sociological, morphological, semantic, axiological, communicative, institutional, etc. But one of the most significant concepts traditionally remains the interpretation of the genre as a classification category.

The article pays attention to three points of this classification trend in the historical period of “reflective traditionalism” (in S. Averintsev’s terminology): these are the classifications by Boethius, J. de Grocheo and M. Praetorius.

The logical basis of the classification operation is a proportionate and consistent division of the volume of the notion (the examined object) into sub-volumes. The choice of the classifications of Boethius, Grocheo and Praetorius is due not only to the authority of these names, but also to the fact that in their comparison they clearly demonstrate the three states of the classification system in music science, marking the stages of movement from the category of genus to the category of genre. Based on the above-mentioned classifications, we can see: as a whole, the line associated with the awareness and the designation of the object of division runs from the general concept of Musica (where world harmony and science, theoretical and practical activities were syncretically combined) to a musical work. The logical relationship of genus – species is now projected onto the relationship of “genre – opus”.

In the modern theory of musical genres, in parallel with the renewed attempts at classification, doubts are growing about the appropriateness of this procedure itself (W. Wiora, C. Dahlhaus and others). Indeed, genres are characterized by a number of heterogeneous features, sometimes historically unstable; one genre can be assigned to several genre groups simultaneously, depending on the comparison parameter, etc. It is becoming increasingly obvious that scientific attention is shifting from classification to a more flexible taxonomy, which considers genre features not as a basis for genre differentiation, but as criteria for genre types attribution, the “volume” of which is not fully known in advance, and the composition of genre features is objectively variable and is the subject of discussion.
Thus, the transition in the systematization of genres from classification to typologization should be defined as a new scientific paradigm in the musicology.

In conclusion, based on the problems discussed in the article, the author offers his own definition of the concept of a musical genre.
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классификационной системы в музыкальной науке, маркируя собой этапы движения от категории genus к категории genre. Опираясь на указанные классификации, можно видеть: в целом, линия, связанная с осознанием и обозначением объекта деления пролегает от общего понятия Musica, где синкретически объединялись мировая гармония и наука, деятельность теоретическая и практическая, — к музыкальному «произведению». Логическое взаимоотношение genus – species начинает проецироваться теперь на соотношение «жанр — опус».

В современной теории музыкальных жанров, параллельно возобновляющимся попыткам классификации, нарастают сомнения в целесообразности самой этой процедуры (В. Виора, К. Дальхауз и др.). Действительно, жанры характеризуются целым рядом разнородных признаков, порой исторически непостоянных; один жанр может быть отнесен сразу к нескольким жанровым группам в зависимости от параметра сравнения и т. д. Все очевиднее, что научное внимание переключается с классификации — на систематику более гибкого характера, которая рассматривает жанровые признаки не как основание дифференциации жанров, но как критерии атрибуции жанровых типов, «объем» которых заранее не известен целиком, а состав жанровых признаков объективно изменчив и является предметом обсуждения.

Таким образом, переход в систематизации жанров от классификации к типологизации следует определить как новую научную парадигму в музыкознании.

В заключение, опираясь на обсуждаемую в статье проблематику, автором предложена своя дефиниция понятия музыкального жанра.
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significant changes in history. The theoretical concept depends on both the phenomenon and the term, but the character of this dependence is not identical in different epochs.

According to its genesis the term genre (Fr. genre ← Lat. genus ← Gr. genos) goes back to the general scientific category of genus associated with one of the main methods of cognition through the allocation of sets and subsets (genus et species) in the subject of study. So, it is associated with the classification procedure. Johannes de Grocheo (Jean de Grouchy), a follower of Aristotle in medieval musical theory, the Parisian Master of Music, wrote: “cognitione magis perfecta, quae in distinguishendo et cognoscentio partes consistit [a more perfect knowledge consists in the discernment and cognition of parts]” [16, 49]. Lawrence A. Gushee, in an article reviewing various subdivisions and differentiations in medieval music treatises, notes that even in the 13th century they remained committed to “predominantly Aristotelian notions of genus and species, natura and materia, essentia and accidentia—not always explicitly expressed” [9, 425]. Thus, the genus of ancient and medieval music theory is a term from the traditional philosophical scientific lexicon that has the deepest roots.

In ancient science, category of genus was developed first of all in logic and rhetoric. It entered in the theory of music precisely as in the science, which in the Middle Ages became one of the seven basic disciplines (artes liberales), branches of philosophy. And it was used in a variety of cases, not always with the meaning of “genre”. Essentially, the own concept of genre and its theory in European music science grew later from those various classification constructions that sought to cover the genre “repertoire” of musical practice; at the same time, the classification method remained an important tool in the development of genre problematics. So, the etymology of this term itself reflects traditional ideas about genre as a classification category.

At the same time, an equally long historical process of the formation of the concept of genre, not necessarily associated with the term genus / genre, was also important. It was based on more or less detailed empirical ideas about existing genres of musical practice, sometimes with attempts at systematization, or purely descriptive character. It is all the more interesting to identify in the history of music science the moments of contact between these two lines of cognition (empirical observations and theoretical classifications), which prepared the emergence of the musical science of genres in the 20th century.

Let’s briefly consider three points of this scientific direction in the historical period of “reflective traditionalism” (according to S. Averintsev’s terminology [2, 3]): these are the classifications by Boethius, J. de Grocheo and M. Praetorius. The choice of these classifications is due not only to the authority of these names, but also to the fact that in their comparison they clearly demonstrate the three states of the classification system in music science, marking the stages of moving from the category of genus to the category of genre.

Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius (ca. 480–524/6) is “the last Roman,” as he was called, whose works paved the bridge from Late Antiquity to the Middle Ages. He formulated, based on the ideas of ancient thinkers, the interpretation of Musica, which then passed through many centuries. It should be emphasized that Boethius translated and interpreted Aristotle, developed his ideas, as well as in his special work De divisione. In the treatise De institutione musica [4] Boethius proclaimed the division of music into three kinds (musicae genera): mundana, humana, instrumentalis. Then the Boethian triad
passes from treatise to treatise: it is postulated by Aurelianus Reomensis [1] and reinterpreted by Regino Prumiensis [15], the “secundum Boetium” is repeated by Hieronymus de Moravia [10] and many others. Ioannes de Grocheo was critical of it, but almost two centuries later Bartolomé Ramos de Pareja [14], confirming the triad, enthusiastically discusses the relationship of the three “musics” in terms of mathematical proportions and character of modus, planets and types of people. It should be emphasized that Boethius’ *musicae genus* is entirely a category of logic and has no modern meaning of the concept of “genre”. At the same time, this axiological hierarchy will enter the “genetic memory” of subsequent genre classifications.

In the work *De musica* [16] *Johannes de Grocheo* (ca. 1255 — ca. 1320) analyzed the existing classifications of music, including Boethian, and gave his own. He declared his intention to make his own classification in accordance with the *usus* criterion (Lat. “experience, use”): “secundum quod homines Parisius ea utuntur et prout ad usum vel convictum civium est necessaria [according to what the people in Paris use and what for the use or life of the citizens is necessary]” [ibid., 47].

It is possible to present Grocheo’s classification visually as a tree schema (see Figure 1). In accordance with the chosen criterion, Grocheo divides surrounding music into three kinds (Lat. *genera, membra*), two of which are characterized by a number of epithets. The first kind (genus) is *musica simplex* (simple, like simple artless speech), *vulgaris* (ordinary, generally accepted) or *civilis* (music of townspeople). The second kind (genus) is *musica composita* (complex, in the sense composed according to the laws of science), *regularis* or *canonica* (consistent with rules, regulations), *mensurata* (measured). It would be more accurate to translate the name of the second kind as *learned music*, then the first one can definitely be designated as *unlearned music*. And only the third kind (genus) has one name: *musica ecclesiastica*.

![Figure 1](Image)
The scheme shows that the most multilevel and consistent division concerns the first branch of music (“unlearned”): vocal and instrumental (Lat. *in voce humana, in instrumentis*), each of which is represented by *cantus* and *cantilena* (these concepts themselves are generalizing for that time) with subsequent concretization. Differentiating types and kinds of music, Grocheo comments on each of them. But to those, which are genres themselves, the designation *genus* is not applied in Grocheo’s treatise. Moreover, Grocheo cares, first of all, about observing the rules of division in accordance with the laws of logic (*genus et species*). That is, and for Grocheo, *logic* itself is still in the foreground in the classification procedure.

Of course, Grocheo’s treatise differs significantly from the bulk of the sums and compendiums of the Middle Ages: it combines brilliant erudition with boldness of judgment, originality with strict scientific reflection. The kinds and types of his contemporary music fall into the field of this reflection, it is the first time he gives them with such a detailed description and in his approach to them he is far ahead of his time. But the “technical tool” of his thought is entirely from the arsenal of medieval scholasticism, namely, from the sphere of logic, inherited through Boethius from Antiquity, from Aristotle.

The branched system of music genres is represented by a visual scheme at the beginning of the third volume of *Michael Praetorius*’ encyclopedic work *Syntagma musicum* (1615). This scheme simultaneously performs the function of the book’s table of contents (see Figure 2 [13, 3]). In the book itself, Praetorius characterizes each genre, in some cases he draws attention to the name denoting it, up to discrepancies in the understanding of the name (for example, such as a motet, madrigal).

![Figure 2](image-url)
The Praetorius scheme is of a dichotomous type classification containing from two to five levels of division. Although strictly the principle of dichotomy (not just division into two, but reduction of the whole to mutually exclusive opposites without remainder) is maintained here only in three cases: 1) the general division of all genres into those that cum textu and sine textu (with and without text); 2) the division of vocal genres with a “whole” poetic text (i.e., not compiled, as in the quodlibet) into those that follow the poetic form certis (solid, certain) or incertis (uncertain); 3) the division of dances from the standpoint of their choreographic form according to the same principle—into certorum and incertorum. In other cases, the dichotomy either does not exhaust the divisible (for example, the differentiation of instrumental music into “preludes” and “dances”), or one criterion is not maintained in it. For example, the “entertaining” (jocose) kind of vocal music (cantilenae cum textu) is further differentiated heterogeneously: by the type of text and by function (public use is the same usus that Grocheo had as the main criterion for dividing music as a whole).

Further description of concrete music genres in the chapters of the book reveals a number of contradictions in this classification. For example, a concerto, which is listed in the scheme as a kind of serious (serio) cantilena cum textu, can be an entirely instrumental genre (see about the English consort in Ch. II, § 2). A madrigal attributed in the scheme to the music with a jocose text also can have a spiritual text (see about “spiritual madrigals” in Ch. III, § 1). Canzoni (a kind of cantilenes with an incertis text), also can be of the type of sonetti, i.e. with a certis text, and also be generally without a text, as fugues and fantasies (Ch. IV, § 1), thereby actually merging with praeludia per se. Balletti turns out to be not only a vocal genre with a jocose text (see Figure 2), but also instrumental, in its dance variety for parties and masquerades (see Ch. VI, § 2).

Comparing the scheme of Praetorius with the content of the book itself, as well as with the real work of the composers of that time, it is impossible not to notice how narrow the circle of genres fixed in the scheme is: the sphere of church music is almost completely absent, a number of vocal and instrumental genres of all varieties are far from full. At the same time, the following chapters of the book significantly replenish the list of genres: among them there are ricercar, capriccio, scherzo, partita, stampita, saltarella and some others that are missing from the scheme. In addition, the description of genres given in the book removes, in fact, the logical contradiction in the classification of jocose cantilenes cum textu, which was indicated above. All their varieties grouped according to the principle of approaching to the text (whole or compiled of fragments of different texts, with subsequent subdivision) are the sphere of musical composition; whereas the varieties usus politici and usus oeconomici are all genres of applied, everyday music (urban or rural).

At the same time, it can be noted that if Praetorius invariably adheres to the existing practice regarding genre names, in some cases even cites differences in their spelling and pronunciation, then his designations for classification headings sometimes seem arbitrary. This also applies to the last mentioned division, and to the differentiation of instrumental music into dance music (choreæ) and praeludia. The second, in turn, is divided into the following groups: praeludia per se (“by itself”), to which fantasy,
fugue, symphony and sonata are attributed, and praeludia ad... ("...to something"): “to a dance, like an intrade” or “to a cantilena, like a toccata” (although the toccata in this era could already be an independent piece). So the praeludia in the Praetorius scheme is actually the whole kind of instrumental non-applied music, in contrast to the kind of dance music. Such a “metonymy” is not fixed by dictionaries and is, apparently, of a private nature.

The term cantilena is also used in different scales: in a narrow sense (as can be seen from the rubric praeludia ad cantilenam), it is at least not a choreæ, in a broad sense it is cantilenae habentur as all existing kinds of music (later we will return to the term cantilena).

Thus, the analysis, revealing discrepancies between the classification of genres and their description, clearly diagnoses the gap between the logical and empirical aspects of genre representations. At the same time, there is still an attempt in Praetorius’ classification to maintain a balance and combine the speculative principle of division, operating with genre as an abstract kind, and the concrete facts observed in the surrounding musical practice. But it seems that it is possible to talk about the primacy of practice for Praetorius, judging by the ease with which he introduces genres not mentioned in the scheme and compromises the strictness of classification in specific descriptions. For him, the name of the genre is often a guideline, as can be seen from the example of the canzone: in one category, he combines not those opuses that strictly correspond to the kinds “cantilenae with an entertaining whole text” having an unsteady poetic form, but what the musicians themselves call canzones.

In this regard, we also pay attention to the following: if in the medieval tradition the division object was Musica as a whole, then in the Praetorius’ treatise it is a variety of cantilenae habentur. This fact already demonstrates the approach to the issue as a composer. But now the terminology itself is of historical and theoretical interest to us. Praetorius is close to Grocheo in the fact that they both, unlike Boethius, mean only musica instrumentalis (that is, really sounding). In this case, however, we emphasize not that their classifications take cosmogonic aspects out of brackets and focus on the music that sounds and is used in life (for the beginning of the 17th century, this is not an innovation, as for the times of Grocheo), but in what general categories they comprehend this music. In the terminology of Praetorius, it appears in the form of some sum of “existing cantilenas”.

Since the listed music is not only vocal, but also instrumental, both monophonic and polyphonic, this formulation contradicts the etymology of the word cantilena, which in this context can no longer be translated simply as “song” or “chant”. The modern translation as “piece” or “work” is also not suitable, since not all of the listed kinds of music existed then in the form of res facta. The term opus would be more appropriate here in the expansive meaning that Hans Heinrich Eggebrecht attaches to this word [8]. However, we are still not talking about the “opuses” themselves, but about their types.

We will not trace in more detail the conceptual and terminological line associated with the perception and the designation of the object of classification division. It should be noted that it runs from “Music” to a musical “work” that branches off from the general concept of Musica, where world harmony and science, theoretical
and practical activities, composing and performing, “doing” and “thing” were syncretically combined. This line itself in connection with the phenomenon and problem of a musical composition is investigated in the works by Z. Lissa [11], C. Dahlhaus [7], H. H. Eggebrecht [8], etc. We shall emphasize only that in the historical process of the genre concept formation there is an oncoming movement of the logical category of genus and empirical observations of real musical practice, and an important stage is outlined: zone of genre division is narrowing and concretizing, concentrated on the new dominant of musical culture — opus. The projection of genre notions on the works of the composer’s creativity leads to the emergence of a whole complex of problems that have activated scientific reflection. In the future, in the 20th century, this will lead to the formation of a special genre theory, which in new conditions and under the influence of the new creative practice should engage in a fundamental revision of the problem that in fact gave rise to this theory. This is the problem of the correlation of genre and work.

In the light of the “genological” tradition we have traced, in the era when genre notions are concentrated on an opus, and the latter is not yet thought of outside of genre coordinates, understanding the logical interaction of genus — species projected now on the “genre — work” relationship. The interpretation of this relationship is increasingly gaining significance not so much as “general and particular,” but as “general and singular,” “typical and individual”. What one see as general and typical is actualized in the scope of the concept of genus and modifies it from the inside, contributing to its rebirth into the concept of a musical genre proper. The noted historical process is also gradually transforming the speculative classification procedure itself.

The problem of genre classification has entered into modern music science as, one can say, the legacy of the old science. It should be added that the theory of musical genres was formed at the beginning of the 20th century largely under the influence of the literary theory, which on this historic stage passed through a crisis (suffice it to recall the nihilistic statements about the category of genre by Benedetto Croce [5, 35–38]). The new scientific direction of musicology has to comprehend and work out the perceived contradictions and problems. One of them is the problem of classification. It has remained relevant for a long time, and various solutions have been proposed, depending on the choice of the division criterion\textsuperscript{1}. However, none of these classifications could fully fulfill their task (this was often noted by the authors themselves): to take into account all the genre diversity of music, as well as consistently and “without a remainder” (the law of logic) to divide into classes, genera, species, etc. according to a single criterion (or even several criteria). For example, Walter Wiora writes about this, reviewing genre classifications in a wide historical field (from Grocheo to Friedrich Blume) [17, 12–13].

Over time, in the theory of musical genres, in parallel with the renewed attempts at classification, there were doubts about the expediency of this procedure itself (see, for example, the works by W. Wiora [17], C. Dahlhaus [6]). The logical basis of the classification operation is a proportionate and consistent division of the volume of the notion (the examined object) into sub-volumes. But genres are characterized

\textsuperscript{1} A brief overview of modern classifications is given in the book by Evgeny V. Nazaikinsky “Style and Genre in Music” [12, 83–92].
by a number of heterogeneous features, the composition of which and the relationship between them is not constant for music of different eras or for different layers of musical culture of the same era. One genre can be assigned to several genre groups at the same time, depending on the comparison parameter, and vice versa. It is becoming increasingly obvious that scientific attention should switch from classification to a more flexible systematics, which would consider genre features not as a basis for genre differentiation, but as criteria for genre types attribution, the “volume” of which is not fully known in advance, and the composition of genre features is objectively variable in the music history and is the subject of discussion. This problem has been pondered by Wiora, Dahlhaus (in already mentioned works), Nazarkin [12] and others. In fact, the nature of the genre systematization procedure itself is being modified: classification gives way to typologization, which should be defined as a new scientific paradigm in musicology.

An example of this approach can be found in Yuri Bocharov’s book “Genres of Instrumental Music of the Baroque Era” (2016). Preferring systematization over classification, since there is no hierarchical order of criteria in systematization, the author suggests starting with typology. The “volume of division” is outlined: only the Baroque era and only instrumental music. But even this, as the author emphasizes, is “colossal in terms of musical material” [3, 40]. Considering the problem of choosing the criterion of division, Bocharov analyzes five existing options, rejecting them as untenable in relation to the music he studies. Then the author puts forward his typology [ibid., 57], which is based on the division of genres into simple (one-effect) and complex (polyaffect). The effectiveness of this typology is confirmed by the second part of the book: here, according to the typology chosen by the author, extensive information about almost a hundred specific instrumental genres of the Baroque era is systematized.

At the end of the article, I would like to return to the triad marked at its beginning: the genre as a phenomenon—concept—term. Musical genology, as well as literary (let us recall once again the genre nihilism of B. Croce), often problematized the relationship between “phenomenon” and “concept”. However, both genres and creativity itself are the products of human activity, but they are also connected with ideas, opinions about this activity: practice, in one form or another, cannot but pass through awareness. Especially if we are talking about the stage of functioning of musical creativity as the art².

Genre is one of the main aspects of the music existence and at the same time the most important category of understanding this existence. Based on this thesis, I will allow myself to propose an updated definition of the musical genre: it is an integral genus–species model (type) of musical activity or musical composition, characterized by historically mobile coordination of common features of content, construction and pragmatics, functioning as a subject of the historical existence of music and as an object of theoretical reflection. Here “theoretical reflection” does not mean only complete

² Eggebrecht emphasized the importance of theory for the existence of “opus-music”: “Theory is an obligatory and stable prerequisite for the emergence of music as an opus, combining contemplatio and cognatio rei [contemplation and cognition of things], which manifest themselves as praxis and poiesis, which makes the opus, as artificial, belong to the ars” [8, 5].
teachings, but also theory in a broad sense—the presence of certain ideas about the subject. In the last phrase of this definition, the genre appears in the dialectical unity of the phenomenon and the concept.

The theory of musical genres is young and currently open for further development, primarily due to the versatility and the principled inexhaustibility of the genre phenomenon itself.
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